Compounded effects of climate change and habitat alteration shift patterns of butterfly diversity
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Climate change and habitat destruction have been linked to global declines in vertebrate biodiversity, including mammals, amphibians, birds, and fishes. However, invertebrates make up the vast majority of global species richness, and the combined effects of climate change and land use on invertebrates remain poorly understood. Here we present 35 years of data on 159 species of butterflies from 10 sites along an elevational gradient spanning 0–2,775 m in a biodiversity hotspot, the Sierra Nevada Mountains of Northern California. Species richness has declined at half of the sites, with the most severe reductions at the lowest elevations, where habitat destruction is greatest. At higher elevations, we observed clear upward shifts in the elevational ranges of species, consistent with the influence of global warming. Taken together, these long-term data reveal the interacting negative effects of human-induced changes on both the climate and habitat available to butterfly species in California. Furthermore, the decline of ruderal, disturbance-associated species indicates that the traditional focus of conservation efforts on more specialized and less dispersive species should be broadened to include entire faunas when estimating and predicting the effects of pervasive stressors.
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Contemporary and anticipated effects of climate change on biodiversity, including poleward shifts of latitudinal ranges, upslope shifts of elevational ranges, and possible extinctions, are clear and well-documented (1–7). In addition, land-use change has been established as a leading cause of species endangerment (8–10). Most studies to date have focused on vertebrate taxa, even though rates of extinction and range contractions estimated for vertebrate groups often underestimate the severity of current declines for invertebrate taxa (11, 12). Here we present an analysis of more than three decades of butterfly presence–absence data collected along an extensive elevational gradient (0–2,775 m) in western North America that has been sampled approximately every 2 weeks for between 19 and 35 years. The 10 study sites encompass much of the climatological, geologic, and floristic diversity of Northern California (Fig. 1 and Table S1). Because the data used here were collected by a single observer, the dataset is unusual among long-term ecological datasets in being free from sampling artifacts that can be introduced by multiple observers.

We used this dataset to assess the extent to which climate change and land-use alteration have jointly influenced patterns of butterfly species richness in this system. Specifically, we test two predictions related to the effects of climate change and land-use alteration on biodiversity. First, we predict that any declines in richness will be most pronounced at the lowest elevations, consistent with global trends in the destruction of low-elevation habitat (13, 14). Second, we predict an upslope shift in elevational ranges, as warming temperatures cause envelopes of suitable climatic conditions to shift to higher elevations (2, 15–17). In conjunction with shifting elevational ranges, richness at the highest elevations should increase as species at mid-elevations find those habitats to be within acceptable abiotic limits (14). Other studies of invertebrates and global change have most often found that generalist species and those that are good dispersers are less sensitive to the impacts of climate and land-use change (1, 18, 19). We address this possibility by investigating the responses of butterflies in two natural history categories: ruderal and nonruderal species. Ruderal species tend to be generalists and good dispersers, whereas nonruderal species are specialists and poor dispersers (20, 21). In addition to addressing the major global-change predictions described above from the perspective of ruderal and nonruderal species, we investigate demographic connections between study sites for both ruderal and nonruderal species as a way to elucidate regional patterns of decline for these two groups.

Results
Richness has declined at 5 of the 10 sites since the initial surveys (Fig. 2 and Table S2), and the decrease has been greatest at the low-elevation sites. Richness has increased at only one site, the highest-elevation site (2,400–2,775 m) (Fig. 2). We found that temporal patterns of richness (increasing, decreasing, or static) differed considerably between ruderal and nonruderal species (Tables S3 and S4). Richness of both groups declined at the lowest-elevation sites. However, at higher elevations, richness of ruderal species has declined, while richness of nonruderal species has either been stable or increased (Fig. 2). Ruderal and nonruderal species also differed in compositional turnover: ruderal species had lower turnover (i.e., species composition is similar from year to year), despite declines in overall ruderal richness at many sites, while nonruderal species had higher turnover (a greater fraction of these species have a more ephemeral presence, coming and going from year to year) (Table S5).

In addition to an increase in richness, abundance has also generally increased at the highest-elevation site (Figs. 2 and 3). However, two out of four alpine specialists, Cercyonis oetus and Hesperia nevada, at the highest-elevation site have become less abundant in recent years (a third alpine specialist, Oeneis chrysa ivallata, shows a negative, although nonsignificant, trend through time) (Fig. 3A). Along with the general increase in richness and abundance observed at the high-elevation site, there has been an upslope shift in elevational ranges along the west slope of the Sierra Nevada (Fig. 3B). Considering ruderal and nonruderal species separately, nonruderal species exhibited a significant upslope shift ($T = 4.44, P < 0.0001$), whereas ruderal species did not ($T = 0.39, P = 0.70$). An observed shift in mean elevation for a given species could be influenced by extirpation at lower elevations...
vations, rather than by an overall upward shift in elevation. An examination of the minimum and maximum elevations observed between early and late years (we focused on a comparison between the first and last 10-year blocks of time; SI Text) supports the conclusion that there has been an overall shift in elevational range: Across species, the minimum observed elevation did not change ($T = 0.18, P = 0.43$, one-tailed test), whereas the maximum observed elevation shifted upward ($T = 1.69, P = 0.047$, one-tailed test).

Climate across the transect has changed over the past three decades. Both average daily maximum temperatures and average daily minimum temperatures have increased across the majority of sites (Table S6), although precipitation has not varied systematically. Maximum temperatures, minimum temperatures, and precipitation all had consistent but generally weak associations with richness (Fig. S1 and Tables S7 and S8). Specifically, maximum daily temperatures had a positive association with richness, while...
minimum daily temperatures had a negative association (the effect of precipitation was more idiosyncratic) (Fig. S1).

Currently, data are available to address patterns of land use only at a coarse scale: Census data in 2-year blocks at the county level, going back to the mid-1980s. The conversion of land from open spaces to developed areas has been most pronounced around sites at the lowest, most heavily populated elevations (Table S9). There has been little or no development around the mid- and high-elevation sites, and land use in general (including grazing) has been relatively static at these sites (SI Text). Despite the coarse-grained land-use data, correlations between the extent of development and butterfly species richness are significantly negative for two of the Central Valley sites (WS and RC) and moderately significant (and also negative) for the third site (P = 0.067) (Table S10).

Finally, we addressed connections between species richness at valley and montane sites. In particular, we examined the possibility that the decline of ruderal species at montane sites (Fig. 1) could be explained by declines at lower elevations, which might act as demographic sources for dispersal, ruderal species colonizing from low to high elevations on a yearly basis. Consistent with this hypothesis, the richness of ruderal species in the valley predicts the richness of ruderal species in the mountains (both for the Sierran sites and for the Coast Range) (Fig. 4A and C). However, valley ruderal richness does not predict montane ruderal richness (Fig. 4B and D); similarly, the richness of nonruderal fauna at low elevations does not predict either ruderal or nonruderal richness at higher elevations. The connection that we have detected between valley and montane richness is a within-year phenomenon: Correlations across years (i.e., incorporating a possible lag effect) are not significant, and there appears to be no time lag (SI Text).

Discussion

Butterfly communities along the elevational gradient examined here are temporally dynamic: Richness has generally declined at half of the 10 sites, while richness has increased at the highest-elevation site (Fig. 2 and Table S2). The declines in richness were centered at the lowest-elevation sites, which is consistent with the prediction that low-elevation biodiversity is disproportionately impacted by stressors associated with habitat destruction and climate change (14). At the highest elevation, there has been an increase in both richness (Fig. 2) and the abundance of individual species, with the exception of some alpine specialists that appear to be in decline (Fig. 3A). Demographic declines for species that specialize in the alpine environment are consistent with the warming and drying of that most extreme habitat (2, 22).

At intermediate elevations, dynamics have been complex: There has been a general upslope shift in elevational ranges (Fig. 3B), although temporal patterns of richness across sites differ between ruderal and nonruderal species. The ruderal taxa, which are both more dispersive and have more generalized habitat associations, have declined at the three intermediate-elevation sites (Fig. 2). These results present a contrast with those from Europe, where generalist butterflies have tended to be more resilient to both climatic and land-use changes (23–25). This difference in the response of generalists, between our results and many European studies, is consistent with the possibility that European species are more resilient as a consequence of the longer evolutionary history these taxa have experienced with human development and land-use changes. We note, however, that it has been suggested that ongoing intensification of land use in Europe may now be having a greater impact on common, generalist species (26). The unusual pattern of more widespread decline of ruderal species at our sites appears to be a consequence of regional colonization dynamics: Low-elevation populations of ruderal species, which have been heavily impacted, act as sources for migrants that seasonally recolonize higher elevations. This link between valley and montane ruderal species is supported by significant linear relationships between ruderal richness at low and high elevations (Fig. 4). As the richness of ruderal species at low elevations has declined, richness at higher elevations has declined in parallel for these dispersive species.

Habitat destruction and shifting climatic regimes are both implicated in the temporal patterns of richness described here,
and we can ask which of these two classes of stressors is having a greater impact. Both maximum and minimum temperatures have increased across sites (Table S6). However, these variables have contrasting effects on richness, as has been observed with other studies of Lepidoptera (27), which make these climatic factors unlikely to be the predominant forces shaping the observed temporal patterns of richness in our study (Fig. S1). Furthermore, if climate is predominantly responsible for the patterns of richness, then it should have a greater impact on ruderal species because they are in decline at 7 out of 10 sites, compared with nonruderal species, which are in decline at only 3 sites. However, of 30 potential interactions examining the effects of climate on ruderal and nonruderal species, in only 2 cases did interannual climate variation influence ruderal and nonruderal species differently (Table S8). Although climate does generally influence interannual variation in butterfly richness (Fig. S1), and is associated with shifting phenologies in the Central Valley (28), climatic variables do not have differential effects on ruderal and nonruderal species richness. This suggests that some factor in addition to climatic change has affected butterfly species richness along this gradient. We suggest habitat alteration at low elevations, which has likely destroyed habitat directly (potentially affecting both larval hosts and adult nectar resources) and reduced connectivity among habitats. The importance of habitat alteration is borne out by significant, negative correlations between development and richness at low elevations (described above). Habitat conversion also affects midelevation sites because it reduces the populations of species that colonize from lower elevations on an annual basis.

In summary, our results highlight the influence of both climate and land-use change on patterns of biodiversity, but these drivers influence ruderal and nonruderal species differentially. The contrasting dynamics for more generalized versus more specialized species highlight the value of regional datasets, such as ours, where demographic connections across sites and along elevational gradients can be seen. Climate change and habitat alteration clearly influence biodiversity (29). Understanding and predicting how these two drivers act independently and in concert (30, 31), and how their effects vary among taxa (32) and regions (15, 33), will be an important next step toward conserving biodiversity.

Methods

Presence/absence data were collected on an approximately biweekly basis for between 19 and 35 years (Fig. 1). Sites were chosen for the inclusion of maximal habitat diversity and number of butterfly species (Table S1). Sampling occurred during portions of the year when butterflies were flying: Nearly year-round at low-elevation sites, and for a more restricted window of time at higher elevations. Sampling followed the “Pollard walk” method, with a fixed route being walked and the presence of all butterfly species noted (34). Observations were entered into a Microsoft Access relational database, then migrated to an open-source MySQL database for online access at http://butterfly.ucdavis.edu.

We used a multiple regression approach to investigate temporal patterns in richness while controlling for sampling effort (we also investigated sampling using the nonparametric richness estimator Chao 2; SI Text). Specifically, at each site, richness was modeled with the number of species as the dependent variable, and the following independent variables: years and the number of visits per year. In some cases, the relationship between visits and observed richness is best fit with a polynomial relationship (thus the quadratic term for visits was included here and in other analyses when it was significant at $P < 0.05$; Figs. S2 and S3). All assumptions of multiple regression analysis were evaluated (SI Text). In addition to the multiple regression approach, we used an alternate analysis to visualize temporal patterns: Rather than treat years as a continuous variable, we divided the data for each site into thirds (early, middle, and late years) and used that as an ordered, categorical variable in ANOVA models including “years” (early, middle, and late) and the number of visits per year.

To investigate the possibility that ruderal and nonruderal species have exhibited different temporal patterns of richness, we repeated the analyses described above for ruderal and nonruderal groups separately, as well as in a combined analysis including “type” (ruderal or nonruderal) as a categorical factor and the interaction between type and years. The assignment of ruderal or nonruderal status to species was based on field observations and was made before the analyses reported here (20, 21). In addition to species richness, we also investigated community turnover for ruderal and non-
ruderal species as a descriptive index that is complementary to richness (SI Text). Forister et al. focused on one site, Castle Peak, to ask whether there have been changes in the frequency with which individual species have been observed over time at a high-elevation location. Although we do not have abundance data (as in absolute counts of individuals), we analyzed the fraction of days in which a species was observed in a given year out of the number of times the site was visited in that year. We calculated the fraction of days observed per year and regressed this value against years, and then extracted the slopes of these regressions as a measure of species-specific trends over time. The distribution of the slopes was analyzed to ask (using a single-sample t test) whether the distribution had a mean different from zero. We did not perform this analysis separately for ruderal and nonruderal species because only six ruderal species at Castle Peak had enough observations within the 27 years to be analyzed individually. See SI Text for a discussion of early years that were conservatively excluded from analyses due to insufficient sampling.

In addition to temporal patterns of richness at each site, we investigated the possibility that the presence of species has shifted through time along the primary elevational gradient represented in the data: the west slope of the Sierra Nevada. We focused on four sites (RC, LC, DP, and CP) that include a high-elevation location. Although we do not have abundance data (as in previous studies), we could not remove the effect of sampling with the covariate approach that we used for richness (described above). Instead, we analyzed large blocks of years averaged together to reduce sampling-associated bias. Specifically, we compared elevational ranges (or occupancy) between two blocks of time, 1977–1986 and 1998–2007, representing early and late years from our data. For each block of time, we calculated the average elevation at which a given species was observed (see Table S1 for elevations). This was done by first averaging within years and across sites, and then within the two blocks of time. Finally, the difference between the average elevation in the two time blocks was calculated as the average shift in elevation for a given species. This was done both for all species considered together and separately for ruderal and nonruderal species; for each group a single-sample t test was used to ask whether the distribution of observed elevational-range shifts had a mean different from zero (with a positive value indicating an upshift). We also similarly analyzed the shift in the maximum and minimum elevational observations by species between the same two blocks of time.

To investigate climatic patterns and associations with richness, we focused on three variables: average daily maximum temperatures, average daily minimum temperatures, and average daily precipitation totals. For all of these, values were averaged over the entire "biological" year: from fall of one year (starting September 1) through the end of summer the following year. We used simple linear regression models to ask whether there have been significant temporal trends in climatic variables across Northern California. For these analyses, we increased the breadth of our investigations by including climate data starting in 1970 (and going through 2007), rather than restricting analyses to years with butterfly data (see SI Text for a discussion of sources from which weather data were taken). Analyses of weather data and richness followed a multiple regression format as outlined above (see SI Text for more details).

Trends in land use were investigated using publicly available data, as detailed in SI Text. These data were used for two purposes: (i) we investigated trends through time in development, to quantify which regions have been developed the most rapidly in recent decades; and (ii) we asked whether county-wide patterns of development are correlated with patterns of butterfly richness (following a correction for variation in visits; SI Text).

Finally, we investigated the hypothesis that ruderal dynamics were demographically linked between low- and high-elevation sites by asking whether annual variation in the richness of ruderal species in the Central Valley sites (WS, NS, and RC) could predict, using linear regression, the richness of ruderal species at higher elevations, both in the Coast Range (GC) and in the Sierra Nevada. Variation in sampling effort was corrected for here as in other analyses above (SI Text).
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